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Les	
  Éditions	
  Le	
  Dauphin	
  Blanc	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
Mandalas	
  des	
  chakras	
  
Traditionnels	
  et	
  multidimensionnels	
  
Stimulez	
  vos	
  centres	
  énergétiques	
  grâce	
  aux	
  mandalas	
  
Cahier	
  à	
  colorier	
  
	
  

Traditionnal	
  and	
  multidimensional	
  Chakras	
  mandalas	
  
Stimulate	
  your	
  energetic	
  centers	
  with	
  mandalas	
  
coloring	
  book	
  
	
  

From	
  	
  

Carole	
  Bérubé

	
  

	
  

This	
  coloring	
  book	
  is	
  the	
  perfect	
  compliment	
  to	
  Les	
  Chakras	
  traditionnels	
  et	
  multidimensionnels	
  book.	
  Carole	
  Bérubé	
  offers	
  
us	
  14	
  mandalas	
  to	
  color	
  which	
  represents	
  the	
  7	
  traditionnal	
  and	
  7	
  multidimensional	
  chakras.	
  	
  
For	
   every	
   energy	
   center,	
   the	
   author	
   gives	
   us	
   a	
   brief	
   description	
   and	
   proposes	
   a	
   mantra.	
   By	
   working	
   with	
   colors,	
   by	
   the	
  
communication	
  that	
  establishes	
  itself	
  on	
  superior	
  plans	
  and	
  by	
  concentrating	
  on	
  a	
  precise	
  aspect,	
  the	
  coloring	
  stimulates	
  
and	
  amplifies	
  the	
  activation	
  of	
  the	
  chakras,	
  which	
  favorizes	
  their	
  harmonization	
  and	
  elevation	
  of	
  the	
  consciousness.	
  
Whether	
  it	
  is	
  for	
  the	
  exploration	
  of	
  the	
  subject	
  of	
  the	
  mandalas,	
  for	
  the	
  proposed	
  energy	
  work	
  or	
  simply	
  for	
  the	
  pleasure	
  
to	
  colour,	
  the	
  Mandalas	
  des	
  chakras	
  traditionnels	
  et	
  multidimensionnels	
  is	
  well	
  indicated.	
  	
  
	
  
Author	
  :	
  
Since	
  she	
  was	
  a	
  child,	
  Carole	
  Bérubé	
  lived	
  through	
  episodes	
  of	
  communication	
  with	
  energies	
  from	
  another	
  sphere,	
  notably	
  
by	
  dreaming.	
  Her	
  medium	
  capacities	
  have	
  constantly	
  evolved	
  until	
  she	
  could	
  become	
  a	
  channeling	
  canal	
  for	
  Light	
  Beings	
  
and	
   to	
   be	
   able	
   to	
   communicate	
   with	
   her	
   own	
   spiritual	
   guide.	
   Carole	
   also	
   helps	
   people	
   discover	
   their	
   own	
   spiritual	
  
potential	
  through	
  workshops,	
  conferences	
  and	
  consultations.	
  She	
  is	
  the	
  author	
  of	
  La	
  Puissance	
  de	
  l’Amour,	
  Votre	
  Guide	
  
Spirituel	
  and	
  Les	
  Chakras	
  traditionnels	
  et	
  multidimensionnels.	
  
	
  

Rights	
  :	
  	
  World	
  Rights	
  available	
  
Published	
  in	
  	
  :	
  august	
  2013	
  
	
  
Type	
  :	
  inner	
  growth	
  /	
  new	
  age	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

Price	
  :	
  7,95$	
  	
  8€	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Format	
  :	
  8½	
  	
  	
  X	
  	
  11	
  	
  	
  (22cm	
  X	
  28cm)	
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  :	
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ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Title: Mandalas pour attirer… l'abondance
Livre à colorier

Auteur : Claudette Jacques

Title suggestion in English: Mandalas to attract... abundance
Coloring book
Published in: September 2007
Price: 7,95$

8€

ISBN : 978-2-89436-188-7

Type: Growth / Mandalas
Format : 8 ½ X 11
NB of pages : 36 pages

The collection:
A collection of coloring books containing each 15 mandalas, accompanied by thoughts. Every number is on
a precise theme and is a support tool for people living in a situation in relation to its theme.
Number 6 : Abundance
« These drawings have been created for those who desire abundance. That it is about abundance
at a health, love, joy, success, money level or any other field in your life, the process is the same: every time
we have a thought, the law of attraction activates. By thought, we created our life and this since forever
even if we aren't conscious of it. The more thoughts are powerful and supported, the more results are
visible. By coloring these mandalas drawings to attract abundance, we support our thought, favoring its
realization.
I invite you to color these mandalas drawings to activate the process of abundance, because for
undetermined reasons, the simple fact of entering the circle, changes the vibratory level, unifies the two
brain hemispheres, harmonizes dualities and constraints and facilitates infinite abundant possibilities. »
Author:
Claudette Jacques has passed the majority of her life in the big region of Montreal. The early death
of one of her young children shakes and orients her towards a spiritual quest. In 1987, she writes a book
about this event: Un ange dans ma vie. After opening a book office where stylists, manufacturers and
fashion designers came to inspire themselves, she closed her office and began an inner and creative
search. In 1995, after having followed literary creation, singing
and painting courses, she discovers mandalas. Mandalas will
be a revelation to her. An artist in her soul, she starts creating
mandalas. She conceives and realizes a collection of coloring
books that have known a lot of success. She is also the creator
of the game Les cartes mandalas.
Rights:

•

World rights available

•

Over 15,000 copies sold in French

ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Title: Mandalas pour développer …
l’estime de soi
Livre à colorier

Author: Claudette Jacques

Title suggestion in English: Mandalas to develop… self-esteem
Coloring book
Published in: September 2007
Price: 7,95$

8€

ISBN : 978-2-89436-187-0

Type: Growth / Mandalas
Format : 8 ½ X 11
NB of pages : 36 pages

The collection:
A collection of coloring books containing each 15 mandalas, accompanied by thoughts. Every
number is on a precise theme and is a support tool for people living in a situation in relation to its theme.
Number 5: Self-esteem
« These mandalas drawings have been created to support self-esteem in your inner search. By
giving yourself time to stop and color, the work is already begun. Coloring allows you to live an enriched
experience, because of intrinsic reasons, the simple fact of entering the circle changes your vibratory level
and unifies the two brain hemispheres, therefore harmonizing dualities and contraries. Through the
mandala, you will discover another image of yourself, which will elevate your personal self-esteem. Page
after page, you will become conscious of your capacity to love yourself, to accept yourself and to improve
your fate, by taking full responsibility of your life and happiness. Lift your head up high and live this new
feeling of self-love, because your are unique and you deserve to live. »
Author:
Claudette Jacques has past the majority of her life in
the big region of Montreal. The early death of one of her
children shakes and orients her towards a spiritual quest. In
1987, she writes a book about this event: Un ange dans ma vie.
After opening a book office where stylists, manufacturers and
fashion designers came to inspire themselves, she closed her
office and began an inner and creative search. In 1995, after
having followed literary creation, singing and painting courses,
she discovers mandalas. Mandalas will be a revelation to her.
An artist in her soul, she starts creating mandalas. She
conceives and realizes a collection of coloring book that have
known a lot of success. She is also the creator of the game Les
cartes mandalas.
Rights:
•

World Rights

•

Over 15,000 copies sold

ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Title: Mandalas pour accompagner …
le processus de guérison

Author: Claudette Jacques

Livre à colorier

Title suggestion in English: Mandalas to accompany... healing
Coloring book

Published in: November 2006

Type: Growth / Mandalas

Price: 7,95$

Format : 8 ½ X 11

8€

ISBN: 2-89436-174-2

NB of pages: 36 pages

The collection:
A collection of coloring books containing each 15 mandalas, accompanied by thoughts. Every number is
on a precise theme and is a support tool for people living in a situation in relation to its theme.

Number 3: Healing
« The mandala is compared to meditation in movement; it appeases and brings a neutral state. Entering in
the circle changes the vibratory level, which gives a better introspection and harmonizes dualities and constraints by
unifying the right brain and the left brain. To improve a physical or inner situation, the mandala gives a place in time to
reflect and shed a realistic light on the matter. For these reasons and other great reasons, we can say that the
mandala is a tool for everyone who wants to benefit from its well-being and to help you familiarize with personal growth
and well-being in every stages of your life. »

Author:
Claudette Jacques has passed the majority of her life in the big region of Montreal. The early death of one of her young
children shakes and orients her towards a spiritual quest. In 1987, she writes a book about this event: Un ange dans
ma vie. After opening a book office where stylists, manufacturers and fashion designers came to inspire themselves,
she closed her office and began an inner and creative search. In 1995, after having followed literary creation, singing
and painting courses, she discovers mandalas. Mandalas will be a revelation to her. An artist in her soul, she starts
creating mandalas. She conceives and realizes a collection of coloring books that have known a lot of success. She is
also the creator of the game Les cartes mandalas.

Rights:
• World rights available
• Over 12,000 copies sold in French

ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Title: Mandalas pour accompagner… les enfants
Livre à colorier

Author : Claudette Jacques

Title suggestion in English: Mandalas to accompany… kids
Coloring book
Published in : September 2007
Price: 7,95$

8€

ISBN : 978-2-89436-186-3

Type : Growth/Mandalas
Format : 8 ½ X 11
NB of pages : 36 pages

The collection:
A collection of coloring books containing each 15 mandalas, accompanied by thoughts. Every number is on
a precise theme and is a support tool for people living in a situation in relation to its theme.
Number 4 : Kids
« These mandalas drawings have been created just for you, so that you can profit from its wellbeing all the while its amusing to color. The mandala is always composed of a central point where it takes
form as a drawing, image or symbol. The central point represents yourself; by coloring at the center first,
you are invited to take all the inner circle space, by putting all the colors of your choice. You have the liberty
to express your dreams, fantasies, frustrations and anger! The mandala, in addition to being a creative tool,
helps you to better concentrate, express your feelings and emotions and develop your self-esteem. Please
yourself, improvise, let your intuition flow, express your originality, and explore your intelligence! In the
empty spaces, add your personal touch and never compare yourself to others. By applying your own
preferred colors, these drawings will become your own masterpieces.
Author:
Claudette Jacques has passed the majority of her life in the big region of Montreal. The early death
of one of her young children shakes and orients her towards a spiritual quest. In 1987, she writes a book
about this event: Un ange dans ma vie. After opening a book office where stylists, manufacturers and
fashion designers came to inspire themselves, she closed her office and began an inner and creative
search. In 1995, after having followed literary creation, singing and painting courses, she discovers
mandalas. Mandalas will be a revelation to her. An artist in her soul, she starts creating mandalas. She
conceives and realizes a collection of coloring books that have known a lot of success. She is also the
creator of the game Les cartes mandalas
Rights:

•

World rights available

•

Over 9,000 copies sold in French

ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Title: Mandalas pour accompagner …le deuil
Livre à colorier

Author: Claudette Jacques

Title suggestion in English: Mandalas to accompany....mourning
Coloring book
Published in: November 2006

Type: Growth/Mandalas

Price : 7,95$

Format : 8 ½ X 11

8€

ISBN : 2-89436-173-4

NB of pages : 36 pages

The collection:
A collection of coloring books containing each 15 mandalas, accompanied by thoughts. Every
number is on a precise theme and is a support tool for people living in a situation in relation to its theme.
Number 2: Mourning
« These mandalas drawings have been created to accompany you in mourning. Every drawing is a
helping hand, an empathic thought, to bring you certainness that this period in your life can be overcome
without suffering. Time is necessary to get used to living without the other one. The mandalas drawings can
help you refocus, find harmony inside of you and the intimacy necessary to fully understand this experience.
In a matter of a few hours and minutes, life just crumbles! The loss of a loved one is such an intense
suffering that sometimes consolations and encouragements can't mend the feelings of a broken heart. The
mandala drawing acts there where words can't go. Without talking, by coloring the inner circle and already
well-being is possible. For undetermined reasons, entering the inner circle of the mandala provokes a
vibratory change, which in principle, facilitate the comprehension of the event and with the help of colors,
appease sadness. »
Author:
Claudette Jacques has passed the majority of her life in the big region
of Montreal. The early death of one of her young children shakes and
orients her towards a spiritual quest. In 1987, she writes a book about
this event: Un ange dans ma vie. After opening a book office where
stylists, manufacturers and fashion designers came to inspire
themselves, she closed her office and began an inner and creative
search. In 1995, after having followed literary creation, singing and
painting courses, she discovers mandalas. Mandalas will be a
revelation to her. An artist in her soul, she starts creating mandalas.
She conceives and realizes a collection of coloring books that have
known a lot of success. She is also the creator of the game Les
cartes mandalas.
Rights:

•

World rights available

•

Over 6,000 copies sold in French

ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Title: Le mandala : une rencontre avec soi

Author: Claudette Jacques

Découvrir et utiliser le mandala comme outil de transformation

Title suggestion in English: The mandala: a meeting with oneself
Discover and use the mandala as a transformation tool

Published in: October 2010

Type: mandalas/ growth

Price: 19, 95$ 16€

Format: 7¼ X 9¼

ISBN: 978-2-89436-275-4

NB of pages: about 160 pages

The book:
Creator of a popular coloring book collection on mandalas, Claudette Jacques regularly receives information requests about
the utility of mandalas, the way to use and color them. It's to answer to thousand of readers that she has written this book. A
brief history gives way to the heart of the book: how to use mandalas for our personal growth. Coloring techniques to
interpretation of colors, ways to work with the mandalas drawings to its wellbeing, the reader will find all the necessary
information to learn how to use the mandala and how to profit from it. In bonus, the author will reveal new personal ways to
work with the mandala.
Written with care to go to the essential and offer a complete and practical book, this book is a must for every person who is
interested in mandalas or who desires to discover them.

Author:
Claudette Jacques has passed the majority of her life in the big region of Montreal. The early death of one of her young
children shakes and orients her towards a spiritual quest. In 1987, she writes a book about this event: Un ange dans ma vie.
After opening a book office where stylists, manufacturers and fashion designers came to inspire themselves, she closed her
office and began an inner and creative search. In 1995, after having followed literary creation, singing and painting courses,
she discovers mandalas. Mandalas will be a revelation to her. An artist in her soul, she starts creating mandalas. She
conceives and realizes a collection of coloring books that have known a lot of success. She is also the creator of the game
Les cartes mandalas.
.

Rights:
-

World rights available

ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Titre : Mandalas pour développer la gratitude
Author: Claudette Jacques
Livre à colorier
Title suggestion in English: Mandalas to develop gratitude
Published in: October 2009

Type: Growth/Mandalas

Price: 7,95$

Format : 8 ½ X 11

8€

ISBN : 978-2-89436-242-6

NB of pages : 36 pages

The Collection :
A collection of coloring books containing each 15 mandalas, accompanied by thoughts. Every number is
on a precise theme and is a support tool for people living in a situation in relation to its theme.
Number 11: Gratitude
The mandala is a tool to help us be conscious of the well-beings that we constantly receive. Inside the mandala is
the ideal place to open our hearts to the marvels that surround us and to feel its recognition. By coloring the
mandalas, our consciousness wakes up and we are more disposed to recognize and appreciate the graces we
receive every day.
Author:
Claudette Jacques has passed the majority of her life in the big region of Montreal. The early death of one of her
young children shakes and orients her towards a spiritual quest. In 1987, she writes a book about this event: Un
ange dans ma vie. After opening a book office where stylists, manufacturers and fashion designers came to
inspire themselves, she closed her office and began an inner and creative search. In 1995, after having followed
literary creation, singing and painting courses, she discovers mandalas. Mandalas will be a revelation to her. An
artist in her soul, she starts creating mandalas. She conceives and realizes a collection of coloring books that
have known a lot of success. She is also the creator of the game Les cartes mandalas.
Rights:

•

World rights available

•

Over 5,000 copies sold in French

ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Title: Mandalas pour cultiver la joie
Livre à colorier

Author : Claudette Jacques

Title suggestion in English: Mandalas to cultivate joy
Coloring book
Published in: October 2008
Price : 7,95$
8€
ISBN : 978-2-89436-213-6

Type: Growth/Mandalas
Format : 8 ½ X 11
NB of pages : 36 pages

The collection:
A collection of coloring books containing each 15 mandalas, accompanied by thoughts. Every number is on a
precise theme and is a support tool for people living in a situation in relation to its theme.
Number 8: Joy
These mandalas drawings were created for those who can't communicate with the same heart they had as a child
and that have put aside games, joys, fantasies and laughter! Life can seem heavy and full of expectations to the
extent that we forget to smile, to congratulate ourselves or to party! Joy is innate in us human beings, so it's
accessible! The mandala is an expression of joy; it helps you feel peace and harmony but also to get in touch with
yourself.
These mandalas are an invitation to find what inspires us, what rejoices us and to put aside our rational side and
develop our creative side!
Author:
Claudette Jacques has passed the majority of her life in the big region of Montreal. The early death of one of her
young children shakes and orients her towards a spiritual quest. In 1987, she writes a book about this event: Un
ange dans ma vie. After opening a book office where stylists, manufacturers and fashion designers came to
inspire themselves, she closed her office and began an inner and creative search. In 1995, after having followed
literary creation, singing and painting courses, she discovers mandalas. Mandalas will be a revelation to her. An
artist in her soul, she starts creating mandalas. She conceives and realizes a collection of coloring books that
have known a lot of success. She is also the creator of the game Les
cartes mandalas.
Rights:

•

World rights available

•

Over 5,000 copies sold in French

ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Title : Mandalas pour transcender les peurs
Livre à colorier

Author : Claudette Jacques

Title suggestion in English: Mandalas to transcend fears
Coloring Book
Published in: October 2009

Type: Growth/Mandalas

Price: 7, 95$

Format: 8 ½ X11

8€

ISBN : 978-2-89436-244-0

NB of pages : 36 pages

The collection :
A collection of coloring books containing each 15 mandalas, accompanied by thoughts. Every number is
on a precise theme and is a support tool for people living in a situation in relation to its theme.
Number 13: Fears
The mandala is a tool to help us identify and confront our fears. Inside the mandala is an ideal place to feel in
security and develop a feeling of protection. By coloring these mandalas, our consciousness awakens and we are
more equipped to comprehend where these fears come from and to get rid of them.
Author:
Claudette Jacques has passed the majority of her life in the big region of Montreal. The early death of one of her
young children shakes and orients her towards a spiritual quest. In 1987, she writes a book about this event: Un
ange dans ma vie. After opening a book office where stylists, manufacturers and fashion designers came to
inspire themselves, she closed her office and began an inner and creative search. In 1995, after having followed
literary creation, singing and painting courses, she discovers mandalas. Mandalas will be a revelation to her. An
artist in her soul, she starts creating mandalas. She conceives and realizes a collection of coloring books that
have known a lot of success. She is also the creator of the game Les cartes mandalas.
Rights:

•

World rights available

•

Over 5,000 copies sold in French

ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Title : Mandalas pour favoriser le pardon
Livre à colorier

Author : Claudette Jacques

Title suggestion in English: Mandalas to favor forgiveness
Coloring book
Published in: October 2009

Type: Growth/Mandalas

Price: 7, 95$

Format : 8 ½ X 11

8€

ISBN: 978-2-89436-243-3

NB of pages: 36 pages

The collection:
A collection of coloring books containing each 15 mandalas, accompanied by thoughts. Every number is on a
precise theme and is a support tool for people living in a situation in relation to its theme.
Number 12: Forgiveness
The mandala is a tool to help us explore our inner self and to draw compassion and the necessary
comprehension to forgive. Inside the mandala is an ideal place to open our heart and to liberate grudges,
resentments and feelings of vengeance. By coloring these mandalas our consciousness awakens and we are
more disposed to forgive, not only others, but ourselves too.
Author:
Claudette Jacques has passed the majority of her life in the big region of Montreal. The early death of one of her
young children shakes and orients her towards a spiritual quest. In 1987, she writes a book about this event: Un
ange dans ma vie. After opening a book office where stylists, manufacturers and fashion designers came to
inspire themselves, she closed her office and began an inner and creative search. In 1995, after having followed
literary creation, singing and painting courses, she discovers mandalas. Mandalas will be a revelation to her. An
artist in her soul, she starts creating mandalas. She conceives and realizes a collection of coloring books that
have known a lot of success. She is also the creator of the game Les cartes mandalas.
Rights:

•

World rights available

•

Over 5,000 copies sold in French

ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Title : Mandalas pour favoriser le lâcher-prise
Livre à colorier

Author: Claudette Jacques

Title suggestion in English: Mandalas favoring letting go
Coloring book
Published in: October 2008

Type: Growth / Mandalas

Price: 7, 95$

Format: 8 ½ X 11

8€

ISBN: 978-2-89436-215-0

NB of pages: 36 pages

The collection:
A collection of coloring books containing each 15 mandalas, accompanied by thoughts. Every number is
on a precise theme and is a support tool for people living in a situation in relation to its theme.
Number 10: Letting go
The mandala is a tool to help us liberate our emotions and dualities. The inner circle of the mandala is
the ideal place to heal our heart and put an end to our resentments. Vibratory change offers the certainty that we
have in us the force of character that gives us the strength to overcome obstacles. Letting go is for everyone, but
especially for those who are going through difficult situations, like a separation, a fight, financial, love or other
problems. In front of a difficulty, the usual reflex is to react. But our reactions are often at our detriment, because
we become destabilized by events. When we accept to let go, the defenses and resistance fall and then we
instantly feel relieved.
Letting go is the gift we receive when we understand that struggling doesn't take us anywhere!
Author:
Claudette Jacques has passed the majority of her life in the big region of Montreal. The early death of one of her
young children shakes and orients her towards a spiritual quest. In 1987, she writes a book about this event: Un
ange dans ma vie. After opening a book office where stylists, manufacturers and fashion designers came to
inspire themselves, she closed her office and began an inner and creative search. In 1995, after having followed
literary creation, singing and painting courses, she discovers mandalas. Mandalas will be a revelation to her. An
artist in her soul, she starts creating mandalas. She conceives and realizes a collection of coloring books that
have known a lot of success. She is also the creator of the game Les
cartes mandalas.
Rights:

•

World rights available

•

Over 5,000 copies sold in French

ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Title: Mandalas pour vivre le moment présent
Livre à colorier

Author: Claudette Jacques

Title suggestion in English: Mandalas to live in the present moment
Coloring book
Published in: October 2008

Type: Growth / Mandalas

Price: 7, 95$

Format: 8 ½ X 11

8€

ISBN : 978-2-89436-214-3

NB of pages: 36 pages

The collection:
A collection of coloring books containing each 15 mandalas, accompanied by thoughts. Every number is on a
precise theme and is a support tool for people living in a situation in relation to its theme.
Number 9: The present moment
These mandalas drawings are addressed to all of those who feel rushed by time and tugged by memories of the
past and of future promises. In the present moment, time doesn't count anymore, because all that is important is
in the present moment. In our days, it seems as our time is accelerated and that years are going by at an
astounding speed. To live in the present moment takes awareness and an instant choice. Mandalas drawings
help us do just that. By living in the present moment, we learn to accept ourselves, to greet ourselves, to love
ourselves, because in that instant there is no comparisons, no supposition, no judgment, only emptiness with a
potential of creating the present. In the mandala, there is a space where we can redefine and make contact with
our inner dimension. The present moment takes us back to basics.
Author:
Claudette Jacques has passed the majority of her life in the big region of Montreal. The early death of one of her
young children shakes and orients her towards a spiritual quest. In 1987, she writes a book about this event: Un
ange dans ma vie. After opening a book office where stylists, manufacturers and fashion designers came to
inspire themselves, she closed her office and began an inner and creative search. In 1995, after having followed
literary creation, singing and painting courses, she discovers mandalas. Mandalas will be a revelation to her. An
artist in her soul, she starts creating mandalas. She conceives and realizes a collection of coloring books that
have known a lot of success. She is also the creator of the game Les cartes mandalas.
Rights:

•

World rights available

•

Over 5,000 copies sold in French

ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Title : Mandalas pour accompagner …
La grossesse
Livre à colorier

Author: Claudette Jacques

Title suggestion in English: Mandalas to accompany… pregnancy
Coloring book
Published in: November 2006

Type: Growth / Mandalas

Price: 9, 95$

Format : 8 ½ X 11

8€

ISBN : 2-89436-172-6

NB of pages : 36 pages

The collection:
A collection of coloring books containing each 15 mandalas, accompanied by thoughts.
Every number is on a precise theme and is a support tool for people living in a situation in relation to its
theme.
Number 1: Pregnancy
« The mandala drawing gives you the opportunity, future mom, to take time to relax and create a
particular intimate moment with your baby. You just have to enter the mandala circle to change your
vibratory level, which by the way will favor communication between you and your child. It's an ideal time to
transmit to your child, subtle messages, since communication is done in a context of symbiosis. These
mandalas drawings were created to accompany you on a road of evolution where you will learn to become a
mother. The texts are based on years of reflection during my pregnancies and my life as a mother and
grand-mother. »
Author:
Claudette Jacques has passed the majority of her life in the big
region of Montreal. The early death of one of her young children
shakes and orients her towards a spiritual quest. In 1987, she
writes a book about this event: Un ange dans ma vie. After
opening a book office where stylists, manufacturers and fashion
designers came to inspire themselves, she closed her office
and began an inner and creative search. In 1995, after having
followed literary creation, singing and painting courses, she
discovers mandalas. Mandalas will be a revelation to her. An
artist in her soul, she starts creating mandalas. She conceives
and realizes a collection of coloring books that have known a lot
of success. She is also the creator of the game Les cartes
mandalas.
Rights:

•

World Rights

•

Over 4,000 copies sold in French

ÉDITIONS LE DAUPHIN BLANC
Title : Mandalas pour célébrer … NOËL
Livre à colorier

Author : Claudette Jacques

Title suggestion in English: Mandalas to celebrate... Christmas
Coloring Book
Published in: September 2007

Type: Growth / Mandalas

Price: 7, 95$

Format: 8 ½ X 11

8€

ISBN: 978-2-89436-193-1

NB of pages : 36 pages

The Collection :
A collection of coloring books containing each 15 mandalas, accompanied by thoughts. Every
number is on a precise theme and is a support tool for people living in a situation in relation to its theme.
Number 7: Christmas
These mandalas drawings were created for those who desire to add a particular dimension to their
traditional way of celebrating Christmas. By coloring these mandalas drawings to celebrate Christmas,
everyone is invited to rediscover their childhood and to let them be filled by the magic of Christmas. This
coloring book celebrates the real values of Christmas like sharing, love, joy and donation.
Author:
Claudette Jacques has passed the majority of her life in the big region of Montreal. The early death of one of
her young children shakes and orients her towards a spiritual quest. In 1987, she writes a book about this
event: Un ange dans ma vie. After opening a book office where stylists, manufacturers and fashion
designers came to inspire themselves, she closed her office and began an inner and creative search. In
1995, after having followed literary creation, singing and painting courses, she discovers mandalas.
Mandalas will be a revelation to her. An artist in her soul, she starts creating mandalas. She conceives and
realizes a collection of coloring books that have known a lot of success. She is also the creator of the game
Les cartes mandalas.
Rights:

•

World rights available

•

Over 1,500 copies sold in French

